Regional Events
Tour Types Explained
Main Event qualifying is in squad blocks based on handicapped series scores. In Regular
qualifying squads you bowl three (3) games across six (6) lanes. There is no limit to the
number of semi-finalists. Additional semi-finalists will be added from the Warm Up
Squads, if offered. Warm Up Squad (WUS) is a Warm Up for main event block
qualifying. WUS entry fee is normally $35. On the WUS squads, additional entry fees are
due if you are NOT a Gold member. Some entrants in addition to the squad leader may
be added to the semi-finals based on individual series scores on the WUS squads.
Semi-finals check-in will start about Noon the last day of the event. You will begin
bowling about 1 hour later. Survivor Finals will start as soon as possible after the semifinals have concluded. 1 in 4 from the semi-finals will advance to the Survivor finals.
This format will be explained in detail and any questions answered in the finals meeting.

Entry Fees

are based on the number of local tournaments bowled, over a

10 month period, specified on each tournament flyer. You must be a member in order to
bowl in our regional events. To confirm your spot on a squad, please pre-pay at least 2
weeks before the tournament start date. Squad reservation fee is the gold member entry
fees with 20 or more events. You will pay any additional amounts due when you check in.
Mega Pot is optional and extra on each entry. A.B.T. re-rate rules apply to ALL members.
A.B.T. dress code will be enforced. Make sure you have your first and last name on the
back of your bowling shirt. Please dress appropriately.

Sweepers

are your two (2) best games in any three (3) game set. Payout is

by block on a one (1) in six (6) ratio. Scratch or Handicapped Sweeper payout is based on
entries. Once you have qualified in the main event you may bowl Sweepers only by
adding $15 to the sweeper entry fee. You may bowl Sweepers only after you have
qualified in the main event. NO EXCEPTIONS!!!
Director’s decision is final on all matters not specifically covered. Rules are subject to
change without notice, per ABT Rules.
If you are not an A.B.T. Gold member, you can purchase a Gold level membership
through this event, or contact the Amateur Bowlers Tour National headquarters at
801-840-0442

